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book has the advantage of being written by only three
authors. This contributes to uniformity in the style of
writing and in the presentation of the text.
The 'Oxford' is easy to read and with a clinical

emphasis, which the authors state to have been their
intention. For comparison, the 'Edinburgh' textbook
has nearly 40 contributors, which seems to result in
each chapter being more self-contained and more an
advanced essay on each topic. To the mind of this
reviewer, the 'Edinburgh' book has perhaps a more
academic style. So these two major texts are not really
rivals, the choice will depend on the preferences of the
reader.

In the case of the 'Oxford', there is a book list at the
end of each chapter for further reading and there are
also adequate references in the text which allow specific
aspects to be further researched. The authors observe
that references are not intended to be comprehensive
but especially for statements that may be controversial
or for issues of topical interest.

In general, there are some good psychiatric text-
books available and this is a very good book. It is
deservedly popular and is eminently suitable for trainee
psychiatrists. It would also be useful to their more
senior colleagues and other doctors seeking inform-
ation about psychiatric disorders as well. Medical text-
books are notoriously expensive but the paperback
edition is surely rather good value.

P.K. Bridges
Division of Psychiatry,

Guy's Hospital Medical School,
London Bridge, London SE1 9RT.

Hydrocephalus Shunt Infections, Roger Bayston,
Pp ix + 160, illustrated. Chapman and Hall, London,
1989. £22.50.

The first successful ventricular shunt systems were
developed in the mid 1950s. Since that time ventricular
shunts and their problems have come to occupy a large
part of the neurosurgical practice. Although the
number of shunts carried out in children has decreased
largely as a result of a less enthusiastic approach to the
management of children born with severe congenital
anomalies, the use of ventricular shunts in the adult
has grown. The advent of the CT scan has shown that
adult hydrocephalus is more common than was once
thought: its affective treatment undoubtedly facilitates
the management of many neurosurgical conditions
from head injury to subarachnoid haemorrhage. Prob-
ably 10-15% of adult neurosurgical procedures are
now shunt related.
The great bugbear of ventricular shunts is infection.

Over the past 30 years a good deal of information has
been accumulated on this subject and the time is cer-
tainly appropriate for a monograph. It is a pleasure to
state that this volume could hardly be bettered. Indeed
it is a model of what a monograph on a neurosurgical
topic should be. For a start it is by a single author who
knows his subject well. Dr Bayston is a bacteriologist
at the National Hospital and Great Ormond Street. By
virtue of this position he has gained wide experience of
shunt infections and has made many original contribu-

tions to what is known about them. Naturally his book
mainly deals with the bacteriology and chemotherapy
of shunt infections but the more purely clinical aspects
are also dealt with thoroughly. He writes clearly and
emphatically; although this book contains a consider-
able amount of learning, its main messages come
through well. This reviewer who has performed or
supervised some hundreds of shunt operations was
embarrassed to discover the deficiency of his know-
ledge on this important subject. As a result of reading
this text he has learnt some salient facts which will
cause him to modify his surgical practice. Amongst the
key topics emphasized are the difference between inter-
nal colonization of shunts by coagulase negative
staphylococci and external infections by Staphylococcus
aureus, the myth of the late shunt infection, and the
immune complex complications such as nephritis and
arthralgia that may result from delay in the diagnosis
of atrial shunt infections. The author makes a strong
case for the use of his shunt surveillance programme
based on serological testing for the early detection of
infection. All in all, this is an outstanding book. It can
be read not only with profit but with enjoyment by all
those concerned with the treatment of hydrocephalus -
surgeons, paediatricians and bacteriologists.

R.S. Maurice-Williams
Royal Free Hospital,
London NW3 2QG.

Oxford Handbook of Clinical Specialities, 2nd Edition,
J.A.B. Collier and J.M. Longmore. Pp. xi + 787.
Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1989. £10.95 Flexi-
covers.

There is an enormous amount of solid information,
wisdom and handy tips within the pages of this hand-
book. Clearly the work has involved an enormous
effort from the editors to present so much information
in an accessible and readable form. It has undergone a
useful revision in this second edition. Many of the new
sections contain practical information that needs to be
readily available (e.g. the growth centile charts in the
paediatric section) or which is hard to find easily
elsewhere (e.g. guidance on the correct use and pre-
scription of graduated support hosiery).
A new development since the first edition is the

updating procedure provided through the British
Medical Journal/OUP medical update boxes. The idea
is that a copy of the update box printed in the BMJ
should be stuck to the blank page opposite the relevant
section in the handbook. If assiduously followed, this
undoubtedly provides a most useful method of revising
the printed text: I cannot help wondering how many
readers will be that assiduous. One of the nice points
about the update boxes for the book is that anyone
who feels sufficiently moved can write a new box for
insertion into the handbook. Their efforts will be peer
reviewed and printed in the BMJ if found of value by
the editors. It is refreshing for readers to have this
opportunity to make their voices heard if something in
the text provides a spur to doing things better. The
enclosed card inviting readers to suggest material for
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future editions is also a sign of an enlightened editorial
approach.

Readers should also note that the editors are looking
for another to join their team and are holding a com-
petition to find a suitable person, details on the last
printed page of the Handbook.

Other changes introduced in this new edition include
a number of minor but fairly significant changes to the
nine major sections, with particular emphasis on
paediatrics and orthopaedics/trauma. The useful list of
unusual eponymous syndromes remains.

In a kind gesture to the ophthalmological shortcom-
ings of their readers, the publishers have adjusted the
typeface to sections previously printed in micro-
scopically small type, so that larger (although still
small!) type is used. The use of illustrations is on the
whole helpful and to the point, enhancing the text and
improving understanding of the subject under con-

sideration. An exception to this is the section on
psychiatry.

There are some areas which I found unhelpful. A
great deal of the accuracy of Tanner percentile growth
charts depends on their scale. There seems little point
in printing tiny versions of the weight and height
charts on page 295 when larger and more useable
versions are reproduced on pages 296 & 297.
The price of this Handbook is competitive, and it

will be of use to both medical students during their
training in the various specialities and to those under-
taking vocational training for general practice.

John Anderson
St Bartholomew's Hospital,

West Smithfield,
London ECIA 7BG.
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Annual Review of Microbiology. Vol 43, edited by L.
Nicholas Ornston. Pp. xii + 682, illustrated. Annual
Reviews Incorporated, USA, 1989. Hard cover $38.00.

Digestive Disease Pathology. Vol 1, edited by Shaw
Watanabe, Marianne Wolff & Sheldon C. Sommers.
Pp. 229, illustrated. Macmillan Publishing Co, New
York, 1989. £36.00.

Family Problems, Peter R Williams. Pp. viii + 108, illus-
trated. Oxford University Press, Oxford, New York,
Tokyo, 1989. £12.50 Paperback.

The Laboratory Investigation of Liver Disease, P.J.
Johnson & I.G. McFarlane. Bailliere Tindall, London,
1989. £19.95 (Paper).

Learning in Medical School. A Model for the Clinical
Professions, edited by John I. Balla, Margaret Gibson &
Anne M. Chang. Pp. xviii + 176, illustrated. Hong Kong
University Press, Hong Kong, 1989. $20.

Perinatal and Multigeneration Carcinogenesis, edited by
N.P. Napalkov, J.M. Rice, L. Tomatis & H.
Yamasaki. Pp. xi + 436, illustrated. Oxford University
Press, IARC Scientific Publications, Oxford, 1989. £48.

Rob & Smith's Operative Surgery - Trauma Surgery Parts
1 and 2. 4th Edition. Gen. editors: Hugh Dudley, David
Carter and R.C.G. Russell. Pp. 952. Butterworths,
London, Boston, 1989. £122 Hard cover.

Stress Addiction - A New Theory on Evolution, Branko
Bokun. VITA Books, 1989. Paperback £6.00.
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